
Week of Oct 29- Nov 2 
Spelling Unit 11- Long o: ow, oa, o 

  
1. snow - nieve 6. window- ventana 11.throw-  lanzar 
2. load- cargar 7. foam- espuma 12. float-  flotar 
3. almost- casi 8.  most- la mayoria 13.  blow-  soplar 
4. row- fila 9.  flow- fluir 14.below-  debajo 
5. soak- remojar 10.goat- cabra  15.  soap-  jabón 

 
English Language Arts 
The complete predicate of a sentence tells what 
something or someone is or does. 
Example:  The bold boy climbed the beanstalk. 
 
The simple predicate is the main word in the predicate. 
Example:  The boy climbed the tree.  
 
Fixing sentence problems (Fragments)- A group of 
words that look like a sentence, but it is not a complete 
sentence.  A subject or a verb may be missing.  
Example: Comes to school. (Missing subject) 
Mighty Words  brave- audacious, courageous, daring 

  
  

Social Studies - Chapter 2: Lesson 4 
The environment affects where people live, work, and 
play.  People adapt to the environment to fit their needs. 
To adapt is to change the way you do something.  To 
modify is to change something, such as the physical 
environment.  In areas with dry land, farmers may not 
have enough water for their crops.  These farmers 
irrigate, or bring water through pipes. 

  
Science 

Our Solar System 
      solar system asteroid belt outer planets 

axis revolution- moon phase  
globe                     revolve planet 
rotation-rotate orbit shadow  
 inner planets Sun  

 
Math 
13 X 5 =  654  x 6 = 24      40 X 6 =240 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reading 
Target Skills:  

- Prefixes & Suffixes 
- Context Clues  
- Dictionary Skills 
-  Antonym &  Synonyms 
- Expository Text Elements 

 
Academic Vocabulary:  

1.  Prefixes- letters added to the beginning of a 
word to make a new word  

2.  Suffixes- letters added to the end of a word to 
make a new word  

3. context clues-words or phrases that help give 
meaning to unknown words  

4.  multiple meaning words-words that are 
spelled the same but have more than one 
meaning  

5.  Antonyms- words that have opposite meanings 
6.  Synonyms- words that mean the same thing or 

almost the same thing  
7.  author’s purpose-the reason an author writes a 

story or article  
 

Dual Class - Santillana (Antologia) 
Unit 5 “Nos cuidamos” 
Story of the week  “La comida de la Republica 
Dominicana (pages 31-32) 
Vocabulary words 
tania-  from the Taino people  
desayuno- breakfast 
almuerzo- lunch 
se conocen- are known 
mariscos- seafood 

 


